A methylation-blocked cascade amplification strategy for label-free colorimetric detection of DNA methyltransferase activity.
DNA methyltransferase (MTase), catalyzing DNA methylation in both eukaryotes and prokaryotes, is closely related with cancer and bacterial diseases. Although there are various methods focusing on DNA MTase detection, most of them share common defects such as complicated setup, laborious operation and requirement of expensive analytical instruments. In this work, a simple strategy based on methylation-blocked cascade amplification is developed for label-free colorimetric assay of MTase activity. When DNA adenine methylation (Dam) MTase is introduced, the hairpin probe is methylated. This blocks the amplified generation of G-riched DNAzyme by nicking endonuclease and DNA polymerase, and inhibits the DNAzyme-catalyzed colorimetric reaction. Contrarily, an effective colorimetric reaction is initiated and high color signal is clearly observed by the naked eye in the absence of Dam MTase. A satisfying sensitivity and high selectivity are readily achieved within a short assay time of 77 min, which are superior to those of some existing approaches. Additionally, the application of the sensing system in human serum is successfully verified with good recovery and reproducibility, indicating great potential for the practicality in high concentrations of interfering species. By using several anticancer and antimicrobial drugs as model, the inhibition of Dam MTase is well investigated. Therefore, the proposed method is not only promising and convenient in visualized analysis of MTase, but also useful for further application in fundamental biological research, early clinical diagnosis and drug discovery.